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THE STRUCTURE OF A SEMANTIC THEORY
JERROLDJ. KATZ

JERRY A. FODOR

MassachusettsInstituteof Technology
1. Introduction.This paperl does not attempt to present a semantic theory
of a natural language,but rather to characterizethe form of such a theory. A
semantictheory of a naturallanguageis part of a linguisticdescriptionof that
language. Our problem, on the other hand, is part of the general theory of
language, fully on a par with the problem of characterizingthe structure of
grammarsof natural languages.A characterizationof the abstract form of a
semantic theory is given by a metatheory which answers such questions as
these: What is the domainof a semantictheory?What are the descriptiveand
explanatorygoals of a semantic theory? What mechanismsare employed in
pursuit of these goals? What are the empiricaland methodologicalconstraints
upon a semantictheory?
The present paper approachesthe problem of characterizingthe form of
semantic theories by describingthe structureof a semantictheory of English.
There can be little doubt but that the results achieved will apply directly to
semantictheoriesof languagesclosely related to English. The question of their
applicabilityto semantictheoriesof more distant languageswill be left for subsequent investigationsto explore. Nevertheless,the present investigation will
provideresults that can be appliedto semantictheoriesof languagesunrelated
to English and suggestionsabout how to proceedwith the constructionof such
theories.
We may put our problemthis way: What formshould a semantictheory of a
natural language take to accommodatein the most revealing way the facts
about the semanticstructureof that languagesuppliedby descriptiveresearch?
This questionis of primaryimportanceat the presentstage of the development
of semanticsbecausesemanticssuffersnot froma dearthof facts about meanings
and meaning relations in natural languages, but rather from the lack of an
adequate theory to organize, systematize, and generalize these facts. Facts
about the semanticsof naturallanguageshave been contributedin abundance
by many diverse fields, including philosophy,linguistics, philology, and psychology. Indeed, a compendiumof such facts is readily available in any good
dictionary.But at presentthe superabundanceof facts obscuresa clear view of
their interrelations,while such theories as have been proposedto account for
the facts have, in general, been either too loosely formulated or too weak in
explanatoryand descriptivepowerto succeed.
2. The projectionproblem.A full synchronicdescriptionof a naturallanguage
is a grammaticaland semantic characterizationof that language (where the
term 'grammatical'is construed broadly to include phonology, phonemics,
1This work was supported in part by the U. S. Army Signal Corps, the Air Force Officeof
Scientific Research, and the Office of Naval Research; and in part by the National Science
Foundation (Grant G-13903).
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morphology,and syntax). Hence, a semantic theory must be constructedto
have whatever propertiesare demandedby its role in linguistic description.
Since, however,the goals of such descriptionare reasonablywell understoodand
since, in comparisonto semantics,the natureof grammarhas been clearlyarticulated, we may expect that by studying the contributionthat semanticswill be
requiredto maketo a synchronicdescriptionof a languagewe can clarifythe subject, the formof generalizations,the goals, and the empiricaland methodological
constraintsupon a semantictheory.
A fluent speaker'smastery of his languageexhibitsitself in his ability to produce and understandthe sentences of his language, INCLUDING INDEFINITELY
MANYTHATAREWHOLLYNOVELTOHIM (i.e. his ability to produce and understand
ANY sentenceof his language2).The emphasisupon novel sentencesis important.

The most characteristicfeature of languageis its ability to make availablean
infinity of sentences from which the speakercan select appropriateand novel
ones to use as the needarises.That is to say, what qualifiesone as a fluentspeaker
is not the ability to imitate previouslyheard sentencesbut ratherthe ability to
produceand understandsentencesnever before encountered.The strikingfact
about the use of languageis the absence of repetition:almost every sentence
uttered is uttered for the first time. This can be substantiatedby checkingtexts
for the numberof times a sentence is repeated.It is exceedinglyunlikely that
even a single repetitionof a sentenceof reasonablelength will be encountered.
A synchronicdescriptionof a natural language seeks to determinewhat a
fluentspeakerknowsabout the structureof his languagethat enableshim to use
and understandits sentences.Since a fluentspeakeris able to use and understand
any sentencedrawnfromthe INFINITE set of sentencesof his language,and since,
at any time, he has only encountereda FINITE set of sentences,it followsthat the
speaker'sknowledgeof his languagetakes the form of rules which project the
finite set of sentenceshe has fortuitouslyencounteredto the infinite set of sentences of the language.A descriptionof the languagewhich adequatelyrepresents the speaker'slinguisticknowledgemust, accordingly,state these rules.The
problemof formulatingthese rules we shall referto as the projectionproblem.
This problemrequiresfor its solution rules which project the infinite set of
sentencesin a way which mirrorsthe way that speakersunderstandnovel sentences. In encounteringa novel sentence the speakeris not encounteringnovel
elements but only a novel combinationof familiar elements. Since the set of
sentencesis infiniteand each sentenceis a differentconcatenationof morphemes,
the fact that a speakercan understandany sentencemust mean that the way he
understandssentences which he has never previouslyencounteredis compositional: on the basisof his knowledgeof the grammaticalpropertiesand the meanings of the morphemesof the language,the ruleswhichthe speakerknowsenable
2 There are exceptions, such as sentences with technical words that the speaker does not
know and sentences too long for the speaker to scan in his lifetime. But these exceptions are
of no systematic importance. Analogously, a person's mastery of an algorithm for propositional calculus can be said to exhibit itself in his ability to decide mechanically whether
ANY well-formed formula of propositional calculus is a tautology, even though some wellformed formulae are too long for human processing, etc.
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him to determine the meaning of a novel sentence in terms of the manner in
which the parts of the sentence are composed to form the whole. Correspondingly,
we can expect that a system of rules which solves the projection problem must
reflect the compositional character of the speaker's linguistic knowledge.3
3. Synchronic linguistic description minus grammar equals semantics. A
description of a natural language is, inter alia, a solution to the projection problem
for that language. If we are to discover the goals of semantics by subtracting from
the goals of a description of a language whatever the grammar contributes to the
solution of the projection problem, we must consider the respect in which a
grammar is a solution for the grammatical aspect of the projection problem.
Grammars answer the question: What does the speaker know about the phonological and syntactic structure of his language that enables him to use and understand any of its sentences, including those he has not previously heard? They do
so by providing rules which generate the sentences of the speaker's language. In
particular, these rules generate infinitely many strings of morphemes which,
though they are sentences of the language, have never been uttered by speakers.4
Moreover, a grammar generates the sentences which a speaker is, in principle,
capable of understanding in such a way that their derivations provide their
structural descriptions. Such descriptions specify the elements out of which a
sentence is constructed, the grammatical relations between these elements and
between the higher constituents of the sentence, the relations between the sentence and other sentences of the language, and the ways the sentence is syntactically ambiguous together with an explanation of why it is ambiguous in these
ways. Since it is this information about a novel sentence which the speaker knows
and which enables him to understand its syntactic structure if and when he encounters the sentence, an adequate transformational grammar of a language
PARTIALLY solves the projection problem for the language.
A semantic theory of a language completes the solution of the projection
problem for the language. Thus, semantics takes over the explanation of the
3A solution to the projection problem is certainly less than a full theory of speech. In
particular, it does not provide a theory of speech production (or recognition). The difference between a description of a language and a theory of speech production is the difference between asking for a characterization of the rules of language which a speaker knows
and asking for an account of how he actually applies those rules in speaking. Some things
left out by the first theory but not by the second are considerations of the psychological
parameters of speech production (e.g. limitations of immediate memory, level of motivation), and developmental accounts of the way the child becomes a fluent speaker (by conditioning? by the exploitation of innate mechanisms? by some combination of innate endowment and learning?). Though such problems concerning speech production lie outside
the scope of a theory of a language, such a theory is essential to a theory of speech production. It is first necessary to know WHAT is acquired and used before it is sensible to ask HOW
it is acquired and used.
4 This conception of grammar is due to Chomsky. Cf. Syntactic structures2('s-Gravenhage, 1962); 'Three models for the description of language', I.R.E. transactions on information theory:Vol. IT-2, Proceedings of the Symposium on Information Theory (Sept. 1956).
For a bibliography on transformational grammar, see Chomsky, 'On the notion "rule of
grammar" ', Structure of language and its mathematicalaspects: Proceedings of symposia in
applied mathematics 12.16 fn. 24 (1961).
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speaker's ability to produce and understand new sentences at the point where
grammar leaves off. Since we wish to determine, when we have subtracted the
problems in the description of a language properly belonging to grammar, what
problems belong to semantics, we must begin by gaining some grasp of how
much of the projection problem is left unsolved by an optimal grammar.
One way to appreciate how much of understanding sentences is left unexplained
by grammar is to compare the grammatical characterizations of sentences to
what we know about their semantic characterizations. If we do this, we notice
that the grammar provides identical structural descriptions for sentences that are
different in meaning and different structural descriptions for sentences that are
identical in meaning. The former will be the case for all morphemically distinct
substitution instances of a given sentential type; for example, The dog bit the man
and The cat bit the woman. The latter will be the case for many instances of sentential synonymy; for example, The dog bit the man and The man was bitten by
the dog.5
In general, it is obvious that in no sense of meaning does the structural description which the grammar assigns to a sentence specify either the meaning of the
sentence or the meaning of its parts. Such considerations must now be made
precise in order that we may apply our formula 'linguistic description minus
grammar equals semantics' to determine a lower bound on the domain of a semantic theory. Later in this section we will fix an upper bound by determining what
problems lie outside the concerns of a complete linguistic description.
Grammars seek to describe the structure of a sentence IN ISOLATION FROM ITS
POSSIBLESETTINGSIN LINGUISTICDISCOURSE(WRITTENOR VERBAL)OR IN NON-

LINGUISTIC
ORPHYSICAL).
CONTEXTS
The justification which permits the
(SOCIAL
grammarian to study sentences in abstraction from the settings in which they
have occurred or might occur is simply that the fluent speaker is able to construct
and recognize syntactically well-formed sentences without recourse to information about settings, and this ability is what a grammar undertakes to reconstruct.
Every facet of the fluent speaker's linguistic ability which a grammar reconstructs can be exercised independently of information about settings: this is true
not only of the ability to produce and recognize sentences but also of the ability
to determine syntactic relations between sentence types, to implicitly analyze
the syntactic structure of sentences, and to detect grammatical ambiguities.
Since, then, the knowledge that a fluent speaker has of his language enables him
to determine the grammatical structure of any sentence without reference to
information about setting, grammar correspondingly forms an independent
theory of this independent knowledge.
We may generalize to arrive at a sufficient condition for determining when an
ability of speakers is the proper subject matter of a synchronic theory in linguistics. The generalization is this: IF SPEAKERS POSSESS AN ABILITY THAT ENABLESTHEMTO APPREHENDTHE STRUCTUREOF ANY SENTENCEIN THE INFINITE
6Moreover, sentences that receive the same structural description may differ in that one
is semantically ambiguous or anomalous but the other is not. Compare The bill is large, The
paint is silent, and The street is wide, all of which receive the same structural description
from the grammar.
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THEN THAT ABILITY IS PROPERLY THE SUBJECT MATTER OF A SYNCHRONIC

THEORY

IN LINGUISTICS.

The first questionin determiningthe subject matter of a semantictheory is:
Canwe findan abilitywhichsatisfiesthe antecedentof this generalization,which
is beyond the range of grammaticaldescription,and which is semanticin some
reasonablesense?If we can, then that ability falls within the domainof a semantic theory.
In orderto find such an ability, let us considera communicationsituation so
constructed that no informationabout setting can contribute to a speaker's
understandingof a sentenceencounteredin that situation.Any extragrammatical
ability that a speakercan employ to understandthe meaningof a sentence in
such a situation will ipso facto be consideredto requiresemantic explanation.
The type of communicationsituation we shall consideris the following. A
number of English-speakersreceive an anonymousletter containing only the
EnglishsentenceS. We are interestedin the differencebetweenthis type of situation and one in which the same anonymousletter is receivedby personswho do
not speak English but are equipped with a completely adequate grammarof
English.To investigatewhat the firstgroupcan do by way of comprehendingthe
meaningof S that the second group cannot is to factor out the contributionof
grammarto the understandingof sentences.We will only investigate aspects of
linguisticability which are invariantfrom individualto individualwithin each
group. We thus make sure that the abilities under investigationare a function
not of idiosyncrasiesof a speaker'spersonalhistory but only of his knowledgeof
his language.
SupposeS is the sentence Thebill is large.Speakersof Englishwill agreethat
this sentenceis ambiguous,i.e. that it has at least two readings.Accordingto one
it means that some documentdemandinga sum of money to dischargea debt
exceeds in size most such documents; according to the other it means that
the beak of a certainbird exceedsin bulk those of most similarbirds.However,
the fact that this sentence is ambiguousbetween these readings cannot be attributed to its syntactic structure, since, syntactically, its structure on both
readingsis as shownin Figure1. That is, the groupwho do not speak Englishbut
are equippedwith a grammarcan say no moreabout Thebill is largethan what
is representedin Fig. 1. Thus, this sentence,whichis markedas unambiguousby
Sentenne

NP0
T

Nc

the

bill

VP
iK

A
large

FIG. 1
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the grammar,will be understoodas ambiguousby a fluent speaker.From this
differencebetweenthe performancesof the two groups, it followsthat one facet
of the speaker'sability that a semantictheorywill have to reconstructis that he
can detect nonsyntacticambiguitiesand characterizethe content of each reading
of a sentence.
Now suppose S is the sentence The bill is large but need not be paid. Speakers of

English will understandthis sentence only on readingsin which bill means an
orderto pay a sum of money to dischargea debt. This showsthat a speakercan
disambiguateparts of a sentencein terms of other parts and thereby determine
the number of readings of a sentence. Thus, another facet of the speaker's
semanticability is that of determiningthe numberof readingsthat a sentence
has by exploiting semantic relations in the sentence to eliminate potential
ambiguities.
Now let S be the sentence The paint is silent. English speakerswill at once
recognizethat this sentence is anomalousin some way. For example,they will
distinguish it from such sentences as The paint is wet and The paint is yellow by

applying to it such epithets as 'odd', 'peculiar','paradoxical',and 'bizarre'.
Though it is clear that the speaker does not have the explicit conceptual machinery to correctly characterize the difference between these sentences, his consistent
use of such rough labels shows that he is aware of some sort of linguistic anomaly.
But the group who do not speak English and are equipped only with a grammar

will regardall these sentencesas fully regular,since thereis no grammaticalbasis
for distinguishingbetweenthem. Hence, anotherfacet of the semanticability of
the speakeris that of detectingsemanticanomalies.Correspondingly,
a semantic
theory will be needed to mark the distinctionbetweensemanticallyanomalous
sentencesand semanticallyregularsentences,so far as this distinctionis not coextensive with the distinctionthe grammarmakes betweenungrammaticaland
grammaticalstringsof morphemes.
Finally, whateversentencethe anonymousletter contains,as a rule, speakers
of Englishcan easily decidewhat sentencesareparaphrasesof it and what arenot,
in the sense that they can answerthe questions What does the letter say? Does
the letter say such-and-such?How can what the letter says be rephrased?This
facet of the speaker'sability cannotbe referredto his masteryof grammareither,
for a personwho is equippedwith a grammarbut who does not speak English
will be unableto tell whetheror not a sentenceis a paraphraseof S. The reasons
are simplythat thereneedbe no definitegrammaticalrelationbetweena sentence
and its paraphrases, e.g. between Two chairs are in the room and There are at
least two things in the room and each is a chair, and that where a definite gram-

maticalrelationobtainsbetweena pairof sentences,neitherneed be a paraphrase
of the other, e.g. The ball was hit by the man and The ball was hit, The man hit
the ball and The man did not hit the ballAThus, still another facet of the speaker's

semanticability which must fall within the domainof a semantictheory is his
paraphrasing skill.

We can now tentatively characterizethe lower bound on the domain of a
6Cf. Syntactic structures, Appendix II, for the transformations which relate these sentences.
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semantic theory, since we have found an ability of speakers which cannot be
accounted for by grammar, which is semantic in a reasonable sense, and which
enables speakers to apprehend the semantic structure of an infinite number of
sentences without information about setting and independent of individual differences between speakers. We thus take the goals of a semantic theory to include
at least the explication of each facet of this ability and of the interrelations between them.
The speaker's exercise of this ability, which henceforth we shall refer to as THE
ABILITY TO INTERPRET SENTENCES, provides empirical data for the construction
of a semantic theory, just as the construction of a grammar draws upon empirical
data supplied by the exercise of the speaker's ability to distinguish well-formed
sentences from ungrammatical strings, to recognize syntactic ambiguity, and
to appreciate relations between sentence types. A semantic theory describes and
explains the interpretative ability of speakers by accounting for their performance in determining the number and content of the readings of a sentence,
by detecting semantic anomalies, by deciding on paraphrase relations between
sentences, and by marking every other semantic property or relation that plays
a role in this ability.
4. What is beyond the descriptive scope of a semantic theory. Having fixed a
lower bound on the domain of a semantic theory, our next step must be to fix an
upper bound, thus uniquely determining the set of problems forming the domain
of a semantic theory of a natural language.
Previous conceptions of semantics have usually defined the goals of a semantic
description of a natural language in such a way that to achieve them a semantic
theory would have to account for the manner in which settings determine how an
utterance is understood. We shall now show that to set the goals of a semantic
theory this high is to set them too high. Once we have shown that a semantic
theory cannot be expected to account for the way settings determine how an utterance is understood, we will have fixed an upper bound on the domain of semantic theories. That is, we will have shown that a semantic theory is a theory
of the speaker's ability to interpret the sentences of his language.
The form of a theory of how settings control the understanding of utterances
of sentences is as follows. Such a theory is a function F whose arguments are a
sentenceS; GS, a grammatical description ofS; IS, a semantic interpretation of S
(where IS is the set of possible readings ofS); and C, an abstract characterization
of a setting. F(S, GS, IS, C) is
(1) the particular reading in IS that speakers of the language give to S
in settings of the type C, or
_
2) of the readings from IS that speakers of the
(2) An n-tuple (n
language give to S if S is ambiguous n-ways in settings of type C, or
(3) The null element if speakers of the language give to S none of the
readings in IS when S occurs in settings of type C.
The value of F(S, GS, IS, C) is (1) just in case C fully disambiguatesS, i.e. C
determines a unique reading from the one or more in IS; it is (2) just in case C
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fails to fully disambiguate S; it is (3) just in case an occurrence of S in C is
token-odd.7
An example of each of these cases will clarify this abstract formulation by
showing how a theory of this form would explicate the speaker's ability to
choose the reading(s) which a setting determines for a sentence occurring in it.
As an example of case (1) consider the sentence The shooting of the hunters was
terrible. This sentence is ambiguous between the reading rl, on which it means
that it was terrible that the hunters were shot, and the reading r2, on which it
means that the marksmanship of the hunters was very bad. This ambiguity will
be represented in IS. The theory F must decide which of these readings the
sentence bears in settings which disambiguate it, and it must decide in which
settings the sentence remains ambiguous. If, then, an utterance of the sentence
occurs as an answer to the question How good was the marksmanship of the
hunters?, i.e. if C represents a situation in which the marksmanship of the
hunters is clearly at issue, then, ceteris paribus, the value of F would have to be
r2.8Now consider case (2). The ambiguous sentence He follows Marx, occurring
in a setting in which it is clear that the speaker is discussing intellectual history,
cannot bear the reading 'He dogs the footsteps of Groucho'. However, this
setting leaves the sentence ambiguous between the readings 'He is a disciple of
Karl's' and 'He postdates Karl'. Thus, F will have to have these latter two
readings as its value for this sentence and this setting as arguments. Finally, as
case (3), suppose the sentence This is the happiest night of my life is uttered in
the middle of the day. Since the sentence is uttered in a setting that lacks conditions which utterances of this sentence presuppose, the occurrence is a case of
token-oddity. Thus, for this sentence occurrence F must give the null element as
its value, i.e. none of the readings of this sentence in IS are selected by C.
This, then, is the form of a theory about the effect of setting upon the way
speakers understand sentences. Any particular theory is complete just to the
extent that it solves the problems incorporated in this abstract formulation. A
complete theory of this kind is more powerful in principle than a theory of the
semantic interpretation of sentences in isolation. But a theory of settings must
contain a theory of semantic interpretation as a proper part because the readings
that a speaker attributes to a sentence in a setting are a selection from among
those that the sentence has in isolation. It is clear that, in general, a sentence
cannot have readings in a setting which it does not have in isolation. Of course,
there are cases in which a sentence may have a reading for some speakers in some
settings which it does not have in isolation for all speakers. But these cases are
essentially idiomatic in the sense that meaning is determined either by special
stipulation (passwords, nonce senses, etc.) or special rules (codes, etc.) or else
by special information about the intentions of the speaker. If a theory of the
selective effect of setting were required to deal with such cases, no such theory
7 Semantic type oddity is precluded by the assumption that IS contains at least one
reading.
8 In the case where a
sentence has exactly one reading in IS, i.e. is unambiguous, that
reading must by the theory be assigned to the sentence in each and every normal setting.
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would be possible, because any sentence may be made to mean anything you
like simply by constructingthe setting to include the appropriatestipulation.g
Since,then, the readingsthat a speakergives a sentencein a settingarea selection
from those which it has in isolation, a theory of semantic interpretationis
logicallypriorto a theory of the selectiveeffect of setting.
The abstractformulationgiven above may be realizedin the form of a theory
of either of two kinds, dependingon how the notion of setting is construed.
One kind of theory of setting selection construesthe setting of an utteranceto
be the nonlinguisticcontext in which the utterance occurs, i.e. the full sociophysical environmentof the utterance. The other kind takes the setting of an
utterance to be the linguistic context in which the utterance occurs, i.e. the
written or spokendiscourseof which the utteranceis a part. We shall consider,
in turn, the possibilityof constructinga theory of each of these types.
The first kind of theory of setting selection seeks to account for the way in
which aspects of the sociophysicalworldcontrolthe understandingof sentences.
Differingvarietiesof this kind of theory may be obtainedby varyingthe aspects
of the sociophysicalenvironmentof which the rules of the theory are permitted
to take account, and by varying the spatiotemporalparametersof the environment. But clearlya necessaryconditionwhich any variety of this kind of theory
must satisfy is that its constructionof setting is so defined that it is able to
representall the nonlinguisticinformationrequiredby speakersforunderstanding
sentences.So far as a theoryfails to satisfy this condition,it is incomplete,since
there is then some informationwhich determinesthe way speakersunderstand
a sentence but which the theory fails to representas part of the setting of that
sentence.
But a completetheory of this kind is not possiblein principle;for to satisfy
the above necessary condition it would be requiredthat the theory represent
ALLthe knowledgespeakershave about the world. That this is so can be seen
from even a few exampleswhichshowhow nonlinguisticinformationof any kind
may be involved in the understandingof a sentence.Consider(1) Ourstoresells
alligator shoes and (2) Our store sells horse shoes. In normal settings (e.g. as signs

in a store window or as newspaperadvertisements),occurrencesof (1) will be
taken on the reading 'our store sells shoes made from alligatorskins' while (2)
will be taken on the reading'our store sells shoes for horses'.Notice, however,
that (1) is open to the reading 'our store sells shoes for alligators'and (2) is
open to the reading 'our store sells shoes made from the skin of horses'. From
this it followsthat if a theory of setting selectionis to choosethe correctreading
for (1), it must representthe fact that, to date, alligatorsdo not wear shoes,
although shoes for people are sometimesmade from alligatorskin. Conversely,
if the theory is to choose the correctreadingfor (2), it must representthe fact
that horseswear shoes, althoughshoes for peopleare not usually made fromthe
9 Take the following example. Let m be a one-to-one mapping of the set of English sentences onto itself such that the image of each sentence is a sentence which differs from it in
meaning. Then the sentence The sentence S which immediatelyfollows this sentence is to be
understoodas m(S). is a setting such that the meaning of a sentence occurring in it is not one
of the meanings of that sentence in isolation.
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skin of horses. Other examples illustrate the same point. Comparethe three
sentences:Shouldwe takejunior backto the zoo?Shouldwe takethe lion backto
the zoo?Shouldwe takethe bus backto the zoo?Informationwhich figuresin the
choice of the correct readingsfor these sentencesincludes the fact that lions,
but not childrenand busses, are often kept in cages. Three furthercases of the
samesort are: Can I put thewall-paperon?and CanI putthecoaton?;Joe jumped
higherthantheEmpireStateBuildingand Joe jumpedhigherthanyou; Blackcats
are unluckyand Peoplewhobreakmirrorsare unlucky.10
The reader will find it an easy matter to construct an ambiguoussentence
whose resolution requiresthe representationof practicallyany item of informationabout the worldhe chooses.11Sincea completetheory of setting selection
must represent as part of the setting of an utteranceany and every feature of
the world which speakersneed in orderto determinethe preferredreadingof
that utterance, and since, as we have just seen, practicallyany item of information about the world is essential to some disambiguations,two conclusions
follow. First, such a theory cannotin principledistinguishbetweenthe speaker's
knowledgeof his languageand his knowledgeof the world,because,accordingto
such a theory, part of the characterization of a

LINGUISTIC ability

is a represen-

tation of virtually all knowledgeabout the world that speakersshare. Second,
since there is no serious possibility of systematizingall the knowledgeof the
worldthat speakersshare,and since a theoryof the kind we have been discussing
requiressuch a systematization,it is ipso facto not a seriousmodelfor semantics.
However, none of these considerationsis intended to rule out the possibility
that, by placing relatively strong limitations on the informationabout the
worldthat a theory can representin the characterizationof a setting, a LIMITED
theory of selectionby sociophysicalsetting can be constructed.What these considerationsdo show is that a COMPLETEtheory of this kind is impossible.
The secondkind of realizationof the abstractformulationof a theoryof setting
selectionis one in which the setting of an occurrenceof a sentenceis construed
as the written or spoken discourseof which the occurrenceis a part. Such a
theory has a strong and a weak version. The strong version requiresthat the
theory interpreta discoursein the same way that a fluent speakerwould (i.e.
mark the ambiguitiesthat the speakermarks, resolve the ambiguitiesthat the
speakerresolves,detect the anomalousstringsthat the speakerdetects, recognize
paraphraserelationsthat the speakerrecognizes,and do all this both within and
across sentence boundaries).Since, however, in so interpretinga discoursea
speakermay need to bring to bear virtually any informationabout the world
that he and other speakersshare,the argumentgiven against a completetheory
of selection by sociophysicalsetting applies equally against the strong version
of a theory of selection by discourse.Hence we need only considerthe weak
version.
10We express our gratitude to David Bellugi for referring us to My little golden bookof
jokes (New York, 1961), from which these examples are drawn.
11We have convinced ourselves of the truth of this claim by making it the basis of a party
game. One person supplies a fact, however obscure, and the others try to construct a sentence which that fact disambiguates. The game is not remarkably amusing, but it is surprisingly convincing.
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The weak version of such a theory requires only that the theory interpret
discourses just so far as the interpretation is determined by grammatical and
semantic relations which obtain within and among the sentences of the discourse.
Thus, such a theory seeks to disambiguate sentences and sequences of sentences
in terms of grammatical and semantic relations between these and the sentences
which form their setting in a discourse, to determine when an occurrence of a
sentence or of a sequence of sentences is rendered anomalous by the sentences
which form its setting in a discourse, and to recognize paraphrase relations between pairs of sentences and pairs of sequences of sentences in a discourse.l2
But it is not at all clear that the weak version of a theory of discourse setting
selection has greater explanatory power in these respects than a theory of
semantic interpretation, since except for a few types of cases (see below), a
discourse can be treated as a single sentence in isolation by regarding sentence
boundaries as sentential connectives. As a matter of fact, this is the natural
treatment. Consider the two-sentence discourse: I shot the man with a gun.
If the man had had a gun too, he would have shot me first. The first sentence of this
discourse is ambiguous in isolation, but not in this setting. But the problem of
explaining this disambiguation is the same as the problem of explaining why the
single sentence I shot the man with a gun, but if the man had had a gun too, he
would have shot me first does not have an ambiguous first clause. This technique
of replacing discourses or stretches in discourse by single compound sentences,
using sentence connectives in place of sentence boundaries, clearly has a very
extensive application in reducing problems of setting selection to problems of
semantic interpretation of sentences in isolation. Thus, given a theory of semantic interpretation, little is left for a theory of setting selection to explain.
The fact which underlies this technique is that, in the great majority of cases,
the sentence break in a discourse is simply equivalent to the conjunction and.
(In others it is equivalent to but, in others to for, in others to or, etc.) Sometimes,
however, a discourse cannot be directly converted into a compound sentence in
this way. For example, the discourse How are you feeling today? I am fine, thanks.
does not convert to *How are you feeling today and I am fine, thanks. because the
compound sentence is ungrammatical. But the fact that sentences of different
types cannot be run together in the obvious way may not pose a serious problem;
for it is not at all clear that less obvious conversions will not lead to a satisfactory
treatment of such cases within a theory of semantic interpretation. For example,
we may convert the discourse just cited into the single sentence X asked 'How
are you feeling today?' and Y replied 'I am fine, thanks.' If such conversions can
be carried out generally, then any problem about disambiguation, detection of
anomaly, etc. that can be raised and/or solved in a theory of setting selection
can be raised and/or solved by reference to an analogue in the theory of semantic
interpretation. But even if such conversions cannot be carried out generally, the
most interesting and central cases will still be within the range of a theory of
semantic interpretation. Hence, for every discourse there is a single sentence
12 For examples of studies toward a theory of this kind, cf. Z. S. Harris, 'Discourse analysis', Lg. 26.1-30 (1952); H. Herzberger, Contextualanalysis (Princeton University dissertation 1957).
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which consists of the sequenceof n sentencesthat comprisethe discourseconnected by the appropriatesentence connectives and which exhibits the same
semantic relations exhibited in the discourse.But since the single sentence is,
ex hypothesi, describedby a theory of semanticinterpretation,in every case in
which a discourse can be treated as a single sentence, a theory of semantic
interpretationis descriptivelyas powerfulas a theory of setting selection.
We opened the discussionof theories of setting selection in order to fix an
upper bound on the domain of a semantic theory of a natural language. The
result of the discussionis that, wheresuch a theory is not reducibleto a theory
of semanticinterpretation,it cannotbe completedwithout systematizingall the
knowledgeabout the worldthat speakersshareand keepingthis systematization
up to date as speakerscome to sharemore knowledge.A limited theory of how
sociophysicalsetting determinesthe understandingof an utterance is possible,
but even such a theory blursthe distinctionbetweenthe speaker'sknowledgeof
his language (his linguistic ability) and his knowledgeof the world (his beliefs
about matters of fact). Therefore,since it is unlikely that anything stronger
than a theory of semantic interpretationis possible and since such a theory is
clearly an essential part of a linguistic description,it is reasonableto fix the
upperbound of a semantictheory of a naturallanguageat the point wherethe
requirementsupon a theory of semanticinterpretationare satisfied.
6. The components of a semantic theory. We must now determine what
mechanismsa semantictheory employsin reconstructingthe speaker'sability to
interpretsentences.We have seen that this ability is systematicin that it enables
the speakerto understandsentenceshe has never heard beforeand to produce
novel sentencesthat other speakersunderstandin the way that he understands
them. To accountfor this ability a semantictheory must be so formulatedthat
its output matchesthe interpretiveperformanceof a fluent speaker.In this section, we describethe form of semantictheories.
It is widely acknowledgedand certainlytrue that one componentof a semantic
theory of a natural language is a dictionaryof that language. The reason for
including a dictionary as a componentof a semantic theory is based on two
limitations of a grammaticaldescription.First, a grammarcannot account for
the fact that some sentences which differONLY morphemicallyare interpretedas
differentin meaning (e.g. The tiger bit me and The mouse bit me) while other
sentenceswhichdifferonly morphemicallyareinterpretedas identicalin meaning
(e.g. The oculist examined me and The eye doctorexamined me). Second, a grammar cannot account for the fact that some sentencesof radicallydifferentsyntactic structureare synonymous(e.g. Two chairs are in the room and There are
at least two things in the room and each is a chair) while other syntacticallydifferent sentencesare not. In each case, the interpretationof the sentencesis determined in part by the meaningsof their morphemesand by semantic relations
amongthe morphemes.The reasonfor includinga dictionaryas a componentof
a semantictheoryis preciselyto providea representationof the semantic characteristics of morphemesnecessaryto account for the facts about sentencesand
their interrelationsthat the grammarleaves unexplained.
What has always been unclearabout a semantictheory is what component(s)
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it containsbesides a dictionary,and how the componentsof a semantictheory
relate to one another and to the grammar.We can find this out by asking in
what respectsa dictionaryand grammaralone are NOT sufficientto match the
fluent speaker'sinterpretationsof sentences.
Let us imagine a fluent speaker of English presented with the infinite list of
sentences and their structural descriptions generated by a grammar of English.
Given an accurate dictionary of English WHICH HE APPLIES BY USING HIS LINGUISTICABILITY,the fluent speaker can semantically interpret any sentence on

the list underany of its grammaticalderivations.He can determinethe number
and content of the readingsof a sentence,tell whetheror not a sentence is semantically anomalous,and decide which sentenceson the list are paraphrases
of each other. Now contrast the fluent speaker'sperformancewith the performance of a machine which MECHANICALLY13
applies an English dictionary to a

sentence in the list by associatingwith each morphemeof the sentence its dictionary entry. It is clear that the dictionaryusually suppliesmore senses for a
lexical item than it bearsin almost any of its occurrencesin sentences.But the
machine will not be able to select the sense(s) which the morpheme actually
bears in a given sentence context, except so far as the selection is already determined by the grammatical markers assigned to the morpheme in the derivation

of the sentence. (Thus the machinewill be able to choose the correctsense of
seal in Seal the letterso far as the choice is determinedby the fact that in this
sentence seal is marked as a verb, and the correct sense of seal in The seal is on

the letterso far as the choice is determinedby the fact that in this sentence seal
is markedas a noun. But the machinewill not be able to distinguishthe correct
sense of seal in One of the oil seals in my car is leaking from such incorrect senses

as 'a device bearinga design so made that it can impart an impression'or 'an
impression made by such a device' or 'the material upon which the impression

is made' or 'an ornamentalor commemorativestamp' and so forth, since all of
these senses can apply to nominal occurrencesof seal.) What the machine is
failing to do is to take account of or utilize the semantic relations between
morphemesin a sentence. Hence it cannot determinethe correctnumberand
content of readingsof a sentence.Nor can it distinguishsemanticallyanomalous
sentences from semantically regular ones. Since the machine will associate a
dictionaryentry with each morphemein a sentence,it does not distinguishcases
in whichthe senseof a morphemeor stringof morphemesin a sentenceprecludes
other morphemesin the sentence from bearingANY of the senses that the dictionary supplies for them. (E.g. the machine cannot distinguish The wall is
coveredwith silent paint from The wall is coveredwith fresh paint.) Finally, the

machinecannot tell which sentencesin the list are paraphrasesof each other in
13 The qualification 'mechanically' is important: it precluded the employment of linguistic skills not represented by the grammaror the dictionary. It is precisely the possession
of such skills that distinguishes the fluent speaker from the nonspeaker equipped with a
grammar and a dictionary. Hence, the degree to which the nonspeaker is permitted access
to such skills is the degree to which we obscure what must be accounted for. Conversely, by
prohibiting their employment, as we do by the qualification 'mechanically', we bring into
clear relief the skills that a semantic theory of a natural language must account for.
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any case except the one in which the sentencesare of exactly the same syntactic
structureand the correspondingwordsare either identical or synonymous.
The comparisonbetween a fluent speakerand a machinerevealsthe respects
in which a grammarand dictionary by themselves do not sufficeto interpret
sentenceslike a speakerof the language.What the fluent speakerhas at his disposal that a machinehas not are rules for applying the informationin the dictionary-rules whichtake accountof semanticrelationsbetweenmorphemesand
of the interactionbetween meaningand syntactic structurein determiningthe
correct semantic interpretationfor any of the infinitely many sentenceswhich
the grammargenerates. Thus, a semantic theory of a natural language must
have such rules (whichwe shall call 'projectionrules') as one of its components
if it is to match the speaker'sinterpretationsof sentences.
The central problemfor such a theory is that a dictionaryusually supplies
more sensesfor a lexicalitem than it bearsin an occurrencein a given sentence,
for a dictionaryentry is a characterizationof EVERY sense that a lexicalitem can
bear in ANYsentence. Thus, the effect of the projectionrules must be to select
the appropriatesense of each lexical item in a sentence in orderto providethe
correct readingsfor each distinct grammaticalstructureof that sentence. The
semantic interpretationsassigned by the projection rules operating on grammatical and dictionaryinformationmust account in the followingways for the
speaker'sability to understandsentences:they must mark each semantic ambiguity that a speakercan detect; they must explainthe sourceof the speaker's
intuitions of anomaly when a sentence evokes them; they must suitably relate
sentencesthat speakersknowto be paraphrasesof eachother.'4
Pictured in this way a semantic theory interprets the syntactic structure
which the grammaticaldescriptionof a languagereveals. This conceptiongives
content to the notion that a semantictheory of a naturallanguageis analogous
to a model which interpretsa formal system. Further, it explicates the exact
sense of the doctrinethat the meaningof a sentenceis a functionof the meanings
of its parts. The system of projectionrulesis just this function.
6. The structureand evaluationof dictionaryentries. We shall here describe
the formthat a dictionaryentry must take in a semantictheory,and discusshow,
in an empiricalstudy of the semanticsof a naturallanguage,we can evaluatethe
adequacyof proposeddictionaryentries for the lexical items of that language.
The next section will describethe form of the projectionrules.
From the viewpoint of a semantictheory, a dictionaryentry consists of two
14The distinction between the dictionary and the rules for its application corresponds,
in psychological terms, to a difference between mental processes. The dictionary is something that the speaker learns item by item, more or less by rote, and is constantly learning
more of. Knowledge of the rules for applying the dictionary, on the other hand, is gained
early and in toto, and comes into play whenever a speaker uses his language. Correspondingly, the use of what is learned in learning a dictionary depends on recalling relatively independent bits of information. The rules involve the exercise of a faculty for coding and
decoding linguistic information; they organize whatever systematic, nongrammatical information the speaker has about his language and are thus, in the strongest sense, essential to
a knowledge of the language. To know a natural language one MUST know these rules, but
one need not know more than a small fraction of its vocabulary.
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parts: a grammatical section which provides the part-of-speech classification of
the lexical item, and a semantic section which represents each of the distinct
senses of the lexical item in its occurrences as a given part of speech. (This
leaves out much of what is conventionally found in a dictionary entry, e.g. pronunciation, etymology, chronology. Such information is not relevant to a synchronic semantic description of a language.) For example, the word play receives
an entry which has grammatical and semantic components as in Fig. 2. The
grammatical section classifies the syntactic roles which the lexical item can play
in sentences, while the semantic portion supplies one SENSE of the lexical item
as the terminal element of each complete distinct descending path through the
tree which represents the entry. The sense terminating each path can in turn be
analyzed

into two parts: a

SENSE-CHARACTERIZATION

(which appears manda-

torily) and a sequence of one or more synonyms (which appears optionally).
The central concept to be studied in this section is that of a sense-characterization of a lexical item. We can justify our concern with this, to the exclusion of
synonyms, on the ground that the concept 'synonymity' can be reconstructed in
terms of the concept 'sense-characterization' but not conversely. Therefore, the
information about synonyms which a dictionary must provide can be given
solely in terms of sense-characterizations. In particular, two lexical items have
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n synonymoussensesif and only if they have n paths in common,and two lexical
items are fully synonymousif and only if they have identicalentries,i.e. if every
path of one is a path of the other. The explicit inclusionof synonyms in a dictionary entry, which is the commonpractice of conventionaldictionaries,is a
redundancyintroducedto save the user the effort of discoveringthe synonyms
of a lexical item by comparingits sense-characterizationswith those of every
other item in the dictionary.In short, the practiceof listing the synonymsof an
item is simply a techniqueof cross reference.This followsfrom the fact that it
must be a condition upon the adequacy of a dictionarythat items which are
synonymousin n of their senseshave n paths in common.
For the word bachelordictionaries15
give substantiallythe entry diagrammed
in Fig. 3. However,for reasonswhichwill presentlybe made clear,the presentation of dictionaryentriesin the formexemplifiedin Figs. 2 and 3 is not adequate
for a semantictheory. Instead, we requireentriesin a form exemplifiedin Fig. 4.
Here the unenclosedelementsare GRAMMATICALMARKERS, the elementsenclosed
in parenthesesare what we shall call SEMANTIC MARKERS, and the expressions
enclosed in brackets are what we shall call DISTINGUISHERS. We have already
commentedupon the function of grammaticalmarkers.The semantic markers
and distinguishersare the meansby whichwe can decomposethe meaningof one
15 Our sources for dictionary information throughout this paper
have been The shorter
OxfordEnglish dictionary and Webster'snew collegiate dictionary.
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ense of a lexical item into its atomic concepts, and thus exhibit the semantic
structure IN a dictionary entry and the semantic relations BETWEEN dictionary

entries. That is, the semantic relations among the various senses of a lexical item
and among the various senses of different lexical items are represented by formal
relations between markers and distinguishers.
It is clear that any lexical information which a conventional dictionary entry
can represent can also be represented by an entry in the normal form shown in
Fig. 4. It is also clear that any semantic relations which can be reconstructed
from an entry of the former type can also be reconstructed from one of the latter.
Distinct senses continue to be represented as distinct paths, synonymous senses
of a lexical item continue to be represented in terms of identity of paths, and so
on. On the other hand, there are semantic relations which can be reconstructed
from entries in our normal form but not from entries in the conventional dicThis relation holds
tionary form. One such relation is that of SEX-ANTONYMY.
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between the membersof such pairs of words as bachelorand spinster,man and
woman,aunt and uncle, brideand groom,brotherand sister,cow and bull. What
formallycharacterizesa sex-antonymouspair of wordsis that the membershave
identicalpaths except that whereone has the semanticmarker(Male) the other
has the semanticmarker(Female). Since there are indefinitelymany important
semantic relationswhich cannot be formally reconstructedfrom entries in the
conventionaldictionary,conventionaldictionaryentrieshavea serioustheoretical
disadvantage.But that disadvantageis not the primaryreasonfor introducing
our normal form. This is that a formalizationof the conventionaldictionary
entry is requiredin orderto permita formalstatementof the projectionrules.We
shall go into moredetail later.
Semantic markersare the elements in terms of which semantic relationsare
expressedin a theory. Here there is a strong analogy to grammaticalmarkers,
since a grammaticalmarker(Noun, Verb,Adjective,etc.) is an elementin terms
of which syntactic relationsare expressed.The semantic markersassignedto a
lexical item in a dictionary entry are intended to reflect whatever systematic
semanticrelationshold betweenthat item and the rest of the vocabularyof the
language. On the other hand, the distinguishersassigned to a lexical item
are intendedto reflectwhat is idiosyncraticabout its meaning.Generallyspeaking, a change in the system of semantic markershas extensive consequences
throughoutthe semantictheory, i.e. such a changeradicallyalters the semantic
relations which the theory claims to find between indefinitelymany words in
the language.But a changein a distinguishermerelyalters the relationbetween
one item and its synonyms.For example,if the distinctionbetweenthe markers
(Male) and (Female)were obliteratedin a semantictheory of English, not only
would every pair of sex-antonymsbe representedas synonymousbut the indefinitely many other semantic relations involving this distinction would also be
incorrectlyrepresentedby the theory. In contrast,eliminatingthe distinguisher
[young fur seal when without a mate during the breedingtime] would merely
prevent a theory from representingone sense of bachelorand whatever synonymity relationsobtained between that sense of bachelorand certain senses of
other words.
Branchingunder a semantic markeris sometimessingulary but very often
dyadic or greater.16Since every path in a dictionaryentry representsa distinct
sense of a lexical item, a lexical item whose dictionaryentry contains polyadic
branchinghas more than one sense, i.e. it is ambiguous.From the viewpoint of
the semantic interpretationof sentences, polyadic branching representsthe
possibility of sentential semantic ambiguity in any sentence in which the ambiguous lexical item appears. For a necessary condition on the semantic ambiguity of a sentence is that it contain an ambiguouslexical item. But clearly
this conditionis not also sufficient,since not all sentencescontainingambiguous
lexical items are themselvesambiguous.Considerthe sentence The stuffis light
16 In the entries for some lexical items, there will be paths in which the lowest semantic
marker dominates nothing, i.e. paths which do not terminate in distinguishers. Such lexical
items have special theoretical significance: they are the natural language's representation
of semantic categories. Cf. J. J. Katz and J. A. Fodor, 'Categories', unpublished.
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enough to carry. The dictionary entry for the word light exhibits branching into
the semantic markers (Color) and (Weight). Such branching is required to account for the ambiguity of such sentences as The stuff is light, He wears a light
suit in the summer. But since The stuff is light enough to carry is unambiguous, it
follows that the expression enough to carry somehow selects one of the paths in
the dictionary entry for light and excludes the other(s). Hence, the semantic
interpretation of The stuff is light enough to carry must explain why the occurrence of light in this sentence is understood according to the sense in which
light is a weight adjective.
In short, if a semantic theory is to predict correctly the number of ways in
which speakers will take a sentence to be ambiguous and the precise content of
each term of each ambiguity, it must be able to determine every case in which
a sentence containing ambiguous lexical items is itself ambiguous and every case
in which selection resolves the ambiguities. But this, in turn, amounts to accepting the condition that a dictionary must be so constructed that every case of
lexical ambiguity is represented by polyadic branching and that every case of
selection can be represented as the exclusion (by some sentence material) of one
or more branches. Semantic anomaly can then be construed as the limiting
case of selection: the case where there is a lexical item in a sentence whose paths
are ALL excluded by selections due to other material in the sentence.
Given the principle that semantic relations are expressed in terms of semantic
markers alone, we can see that the primary motivation for representing lexical
information by semantic markers will be to permit a theory to express those
semantic relations which determine selection and thereby to arrive at the correct set of readings for each sentence. That selection must be represented in
terms of semantic markers follows from the fact that selection is a semantic
relation between parts of a sentence, together with the principle that all semantic
relations are expressed by semantic markers. Thus, the markers in each entry
in the dictionary must be sufficient to permit us to reconstruct the operation of
the mechanisms of selection in each of the sentences in which the lexical item
receiving that entry appears.
Another consequence of expressing semantic relations solely in terms of
semantic markers is that distinguishers, when they appear in a path in a dictionary entry, must appear as terminal elements, i.e. there must be no branching
under a distinguisher. If branching under a distinguisher were allowed, the theory
would posit at least one semantic relation which its dictionary failed to represent
by semantic markers, viz. the one between the senses of the lexical item differentiated by that branching.
The distinction between markers and distinguishers is meant to coincide with
the distinction between that part of the meaning of a lexical item which is
systematic for the language and that part which is not. In order to describe the
systematicity in the meaning of a lexical item, it is necessary to have theoretical
constructs whose formal interrelations compactly represent this systematicity.
The semantic markers are such constructs. The distinguishers, on the other hand,
do not enter into theoretical relations within a semantic theory. The part of the
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meaning of a lexical item that a dictionary represents by a distinguisher is the
part of which a semantic theory offers no general account.
We must now consider the basis on which to decide to represent some lexical
information by semantic markers and other lexical information by distinguishers.
In the last analysis, the decision can only be justified by showing that it leads to
correct interpretation of sentences. What must be explained, therefore, is how
such decisions affect the assignment of semantic interpretations and, conversely,
how the requirement that a theory assign semantic interpretations correctly
affects decisions about the way in which a piece of lexical information is to be
represented.
A particular semantic theory of a natural language can REPRESENTonly those
sentential semantic ambiguities that result from the occurrence of a lexical item
for which the dictionary of the theory provides an entry with two or more paths.
The degree of semantic ambiguity that a semantic interpretation assigns to a
sentence is a function of the degree of branching within the entries for the lexical
items appearing in the sentence-branching into markers or into distinguishers,
or a combination of both counting equally in determining the degree of ambiguity.
On the other hand, a particular semantic theory of a natural language can RESOLVE only those sentential semantic ambiguities which result from the occurrence of lexical material associated with dictionary entries containing two or
more paths that differ by at least one semantic marker. This limitation on the
power of a semantic theory to resolve ambiguities is a direct consequence of the
fact that selection can operate only upon semantic markers. Hence, decisions to
represent a piece of lexical information by markers or distinguishers determine in
part what semantic ambiguities will be only marked in the semantic interpretation of sentences and which ones will be both marked and resolved.
Such a decision is controlled by two kinds of considerations. Since we wish to
construct a semantic theory in such a way that its output matches the performance of a fluent speaker, we want the theory to represent in its semantic
interpretations just those ambiguities that the fluent speaker can mark and to
resolve just those ambiguities that he can resolve. This will mean that in constructing a theory the lexical information to be represented by markers and by
distinguishers will be controlled by our evidence about the disambiguations which
a fluent speaker can make. If the dictionary entry for bacheloris given as in Fig.
4, every sentence in which this word appears will be represented as ambiguous
between the senses given by the paths bachelor -* noun -> (Human) -* (Male) -*
[who has never married], and bachelor X-> noun -> (Human) -> (Male) -> [young

knight serving under the standard of another knight]. Since this ambiguity of
bacheloris represented only by a difference of distinguishers, there is no way that
a theory whose dictionary contains this entry can resolve it. But though this is
an absolute limitation on such a theory, it is not an absolute limitation on the
construction of semantic theories in general. If we notice that fluent speakers do
not take such sentences as The old bachelorfinally died to be ambiguous, we can
construct our semantic theory to accommodate this fact simply by taking the
lexical information that a bachelor in the second sense is necessarily young to
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be markerinformationrather than distinguisherinformation.This is done by
adding the marker(Young) to the markersystem and rewritingthe dictionary
entry for bacheloraccordingto Fig. 5.
The other kind of considerationthat controlswhat lexical informationis to
be includedin the system of semanticmarkersis the desirefor systematic economy. The addition of new semanticmarkers,as in Fig. 5, is for the sake of increasingthe precisionand scope of a semantictheory, but in so doing it also increases the complexity of the theory's conceptual apparatus. Since allowing
more complexityoften coincideswith greaterprecisionand scope, the decision
should be made on the basis of a strategy which seeks to maximizesystematic
economy: the greatest possible conceptualeconomy with the greatest possible
explanatoryand descriptivepower. If such decisionsare optimallymade, there
should eventually come a point when increasingthe complexityof a semantic
theory by addingnew markersno longeryields enoughadvantagein precisionor
scope to warrantthe increase.At that point, the system of semantic markers
should reflect exactly the systematic features of the semantic structureof the
language.
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So far we have reconstructed four types of information which conventional
dictionaries provide about a lexical item: its part-of-speech classification, the
number of its senses, its systematic semantic features, and its idiosyncratic
features. There is one further type of information in conventional dictionaries
that is relevant to synchronic semantic description: the relation between features of certain combinations into which a lexical item enters and the sense
which the item bears in those combinations. For example, consider The shorter
Oxford English dictionary's entry for the word honest: '... 3. of persons: of good
moral character, virtuous, upright, ... of women: chaste, virtuous, ...' The phrases

'of persons' and 'of women' are intended to indicate that the senses that follow
them apply only under the conditions that they specify. That is, these specifications indicate that if the nominal head which honest modifies refers to a person
without specification of sex, then honesthas the meaning 'of good moral character,
virtuous, upright', and if the nominal head refers to a woman, then honest means
EITHER 'of good moral character, virtuous, upright' OR 'chaste, virtuous'. Our
reconstruction of this type of dictionary information must follow conventional
dictionary procedure as far as it goes, but should go further in that the reconstruction should provide ALL the information necessary to determine selection
and exclusion. Where the conventional dictionary, by using devices like the
phrases with 'of ...', tells us what a word means in certain combinations,

our

reconstruction must do this systematically and also provide a basis for determining what combinations are semantically acceptable and which ones are not.
For our reconstruction, we shall use left and right angles enclosing a function
of syntactic or semantic markers. Such configurations of symbols will be affixed
to the terminal element of a path (either the distinguisher or the last semantic
marker if there is no distinguisher) and will be construed, relative to the projection rules, as providing a necessary and sufficient condition for a semantically
acceptable combination. The angle-enclosed material terminally affixed to the
path of a modifier determines the applicability of that path of the modifier to a
sense of a nominal head. In particular, a path in the dictionary entry for honest
will be: honest -> adjective

-+

(Evaluative)

-*

(Moral)

-*

[innocent of illicit

sexual intercourse] ((Human) & (Female)). This is to be construed as saying that
an adjectival occurrence of honest receives the interpretation
-*
(Evaluative)
(Moral) -> [innocent of illicit sexual intercourse] just in case the head it modifies
has a path containing both the semantic markers (Human) and (Female). How
in actual practice a semantic theory utilizes angle-enclosed material to determine
selection and exclusion relations in order to obtain semantic interpretations of
sentences can only be made clear by the statement of the projection rules.
This concludes the characterization of our normal form for dictionary entries.
A dictionary is, then, a list (ordered or not) of the lexical items of the language,
each item being associated with an entry in our normal form. The question
whether the items are to be words, morphemes, or other units we do not attempt
to decide here; but certain considerations are relevant to the decision. The most
important is that we choose the unit that will enable us to describe the largest
amount of the compositional structure of the language. As a rule, the meaning
of a word is a compositional function of the meanings of its parts, and we would
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like to be able to capture this compositionality. An approach which directs us to
choose as lexical units the most compositionally basic units of the language has,
moreover, simplicity in its favor. Wherever we can use composition, dictionary
entries are avoided. Thus, instead of having an entry for each verb that takes
the prefix de and a separate entry for de plus that verb, we must choose our lexical
units so that the dictionary need only contain an entry for de and an entry for
the unprefixed form of each verb. This economy can be achieved because combinations of de + verb are compositional wherever the verb is semantically
marked as (Process)

-?

(Reversible).

It will be noticed that the dictionary is so formulated that all semantic properties and relations represented in entries are FORMALLY represented. This is required so that, given a formal statement of the projection rules (i.e. a statement
in which the application of rules is defined solely in terms of the shapes of the
symbols they apply to, and the operations which the rules effect in producing
their output are mechanical), the question what semantic interpretation is
assigned to a given sentence can be answered by formal computations without
the aid of linguistic intuitions or insights. The need for a formal semantic theory
derives from the need to avoid vacuity. A semantic theory is vacuous to the
extent that the speaker's intuitions or insights about semantic relations are
relied on in order to apply the rules of the theory correctly. Thus, it is uninformative to be told that an English sentence exhibits a semantic relation R just
in case it satisfies the condition C, if C is so formulated that we cannot know
whether C is satisfied without relying on a speaker's intuitive knowledge of
semantic relations like R. A formal theory is ipso facto not vacuous in this respect, since no knowledge about semantic relations in any language is required
to determine the correct application of its rules.
Now we turn to the problem of evaluating the adequacy of dictionary entries.
It is often assumed that a semantic theory must yield a feasible mechanical
procedure which enables the linguist to actually construct a dictionary from
information about the verbal behavior of speakers. Every proposal for such a
procedure, however, has proved a complete failure; we believe that this is in the
nature of the case. We also think that theorists who insist upon a mechanical
procedure for deciding whether a putative dictionary entry is optimal have set
their aims too high; the practical impossibility of such a decision procedure is
also, we believe, in the nature of the case. We shall not argue directly for these
claims. We make them primarily to warn the reader against construing the conception of a semantic theory proposed in this paper as either a mechanical discovery procedure or a mechanical decision procedure for dictionary entries.
However, the present paper can be understood as proposing a conception of
semantic theory which provides, inter alia, a procedure for determining which of
two proposed dictionary entries is the better for a given language. This evaluation procedure, be it noted, differs considerably from what is usually envisioned
by semantic theorists. In our conception, a dictionary is only one component of
a semantic theory which has as its other component a set of projection rules for
semantically interpreting sentences on the basis of the dictionary. Only the
theory as a whole can be subjected to empirical test. This means that if a se-
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mantic theory gives incorrect interpretations for sentences, one must then decide
whether to revise some dictionary entries, some projection rules, or some of each.
None the less, there is a derivative sense in which questions of evaluation can be
raised about particular dictionary entries. Given projection rules and other
dictionary entries that are sufficiently well established, which of two proposed
entries yields the best interpretations for sentences? This conception of evaluating dictionary entries differs from the usual one in that it makes evaluation a
matter of the degree to which the entry helps achieve the purpose of a dictionary
within a theory of semantic interpretation. Semantic theorists usually think of
such evaluation as effected by criteria which select the preferable entry simply
on the basis of facts about the verbal behavior of speakers, thus overlooking the
fact that it is the interpretation of sentences, not the construction of dictionaries,
that is the objective of a semantic theory. Because they have overlooked this,
their criteria for evaluating dictionary entries are invariably too weak: they fail
to utilize systematic constraints on the semantic interpretation of sentences
(matching the fluent speaker's ability to determine the number of readings of a
sentence, the content of the readings, and their paraphrase relations) in choosing
a preferable dictionary entry.
The controls on a semantic theory of a natural language are nothing more than
the usual empirical and methodological constraints imposed on any scientific
theory: the requirement that a semantic theory match the fluent speaker's
ability to interpret sentences is the particular form, in semantics, of the general
methodological requirement that a theory accord with the facts. If certain consequences of a semantic theory conflict with the facts (the performance of fluent
speakers), various revisions in the dictionary component, in the projection rule
component, or in both must be tried out and compared to determine which
solution best accommodates the linguistic evidence.
7. The projection rule component. A sentence and its grammatical description
provide the input to a semantic theory. Its output is a semantic interpretation of
each sentence given as input. We may picture the situation as in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 shows the input to a semantic theory to be a sentence S together with a
structural description consisting of the n derivations of S, d1, d2, ..., dn, one for
each of the n ways that S is grammatically ambiguous. The output of the semantic theory is shown as k1 readings for d1, k2 readings for d2, ..., km readings for dn,

each reading corresponding to a term of a semantic (nongrammatical) ambiguity
of S on some derivation. The schema pi(dj) represents the ith reading of d, (which
the semantic theory supplies).
We can now characterize the notion 'semantic interpretation of the sentence S'
as the conjunction ^d1 & td2 & ... & /dn of the semantic interpretations of the
n derivations of S. The 'semantic interpretation of S on the derivation d,' is the
output of the dictionary and projection rule components for S on dj together
with the statements about S that can be made on the basis of the following
conventions:
(1) If kl + k2 + ... + km = 1, then S is unambiguous.
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(2) If kl + k2 + ... + km,> 1, then S is kl + k2 + ... + k,waysambiguous.
(3) If k, + k2 + ... + k, = O,then S is fully anomalous (i.e. anomalous

on every derivation).
(4) If the set of readingsassignedto the derivationd1,p,(d1),p2(d,),....
Pk,(d,), has exactly one member,then S is unambiguouson dy.
(5) If the set of readingsassignedto the derivationdyhas morethan one
member,then S is k1ways semanticallyambiguouson d,.
(6) If the set of readingsassignedto dj is null, then S is semantically
anomalouson d,.
If
(7) S and anothersentenceP have at least one readingin common,
then S and P are paraphraseson that reading.
If
(8) S and P have all readingsin common,then S and P are full paraphrases.'7

Fig. 7 schematizesthe relationbetweenthe dictionarycomponentand the projection rule component.The input to the dictionary componentconsists of a
sentence S represented by a sequence of lexical items mi, m2, ..., mk and the set

of derivationsof S. The symbol 'P' standsfor a finite nonnullset of paths drawn
from the dictionaryentry for the lexicalitem myin S such that any path in the
dictionaryentry for myis in the set only if the path containsgrammaticalmarkers which assignmythe syntactic role it has on the derivationd,. The slant line
17 For further
specification of what semantic features of a sentence can be marked in
terms of the output of a semantic theory cf. J. J. Katz, 'Analyticity and contradiction in
natural language', to be published in 1963.
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representsthe associationbetweena lexicalitem and a subset of the set of paths
in its dictionaryentry. The associationis effectedby the instruction(I) which,
together with the dictionary,comprisesthe dictionarycomponent:
(I) For each pairdi and mj, the path p in the entry for m, is assignedto
the set P} if and only if p has as its initial subpaththe sequenceof
grammatical markers gl, g2, ..., gr and the derivation di contains
the path gl - g2 > ... -> gr -* mj.

(I) choosesas relevant to the semanticinterpretationof a sentence on a given
derivationonly those paths from the dictionaryentries for each of the lexical
items in the sentencewhich are compatiblewith the lower-levelsyntactic structure of the sentenceon that derivation.The output of the dictionarycomponent
is thus a mappingof a finite nonnullset of paths onto each m1 for each di. This
output in turn, as Fig. 7 shows,is the input to the projectionrules.
We can now give a generalpicture of the operationswherebythe projection
rule componentconvertsits input into a semanticinterpretation.Each sentence
which the grammarmakes availablefor semanticinterpretationhas associated
with it n derivationsmarkingthe n ways in which it is structurallyambiguous.
Each derivation marks the constituent structure or the derived constituent
in a way that can be
structure(if the sentenceis generatedtransformatio'nally)
representedby a tree diagram.We shall employsuchtree diagramsin the following pages, BUT IT IS TO BE UNDERSTOOD THAT PROJECTION RULES CAN ALSO TAKE
ACCOUNT OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE TRANSFORMATIONAL HISTORY OF A SENTENCE WHICH IS NOT REPRESENTED IN A TREE DIAGRAM.

Fig. 8 gives the derived constituent structureof the sentence The man hits
the colorfulball.15The dictionarycomponentassociatessets of paths with such a
tree in the mannerspecifiedby (I). Thus, after the applicationof (I), we have
the arrangementshownin Fig. 9. The markingof the lexicalitems the,man, hits,
the, colorful,and ball as Article, Noun concrete,Verbtransitive, Article, Adjective, and Noun concreterespectively,which at first glance may seem to have
been lost in the applicationof (I), is actually representedas the commoninitial
subpath of every p in each P}, e.g. P3 is the set of paths all of whose members
begin hits

->

V

-Vr

The generalway in which the projectionrule componentworksis by proceed18 It can be argued on grammatical grounds that the phrase the colorful ball should be
represented simply as:
NP0

Nc
T
A
the colorful ball
i.e. without the internal syntactic structure it is given in Fig. 9. This representation does
not include the information (required by the projection rules) that colorful is a modifier
of the head ball. But the need for this sort of information does not commit us to the assumption that all branching in derived constituent structure trees is binary. For such information can be obtained by examining the transformational history of the sentence. This is
a typical case of the way a projection rule can use information taken from the transformational history of the sentences to which it is applied.
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ing from the bottom to the top of a constituent structure tree and effecting a
series of amalgamations. It starts with the output of (I) and amalgamates sets of
paths dominated by a grammatical marker, thus assigning a set of readings to
the concatenation of lexical items under that marker by associating the result of
the amalgamation with the marker, until it reaches the highest marker 'Sentence' and associates this with a semantic interpretation. The projection rules
amalgamate sets of paths dominated by a grammatical marker by combining
elements from each of them to form a new set of paths which provides a set of
readings for the sequence of lexical items under the grammatical marker. Amalgamation is the joining of elements from different sets of paths under a given grammatical marker if these elements satisfy the appropriate selection restrictions
represented by the material in angles.
We now give an example of how a semantic theory of English might interpret
a sentence, and in this way exhibit some of the projection rules for English.19We
19 It should be made clear that the rules we shall give are not intended as a contribution
to a semantic theory of English but only as examples of the type of rules that such a theory
would employ.
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choose the sentence The man hits the colorful ball under the derivation given

in Fig. 8.
The projectionrule componentreceives this sentence and its derivation as
input after (I) has operated. (See Fig. 9) The first step for the projectionrule
componentis to amalgamateeach set of paths under each of the grammatical
markerswhich immediatelydominatesONLYsets of paths, and to associatewith
the dominatingmarkerthe amalgamso obtained.In the case of Fig. 9, the first
step is to amalgamateeitherP4 and Ps or P1and P2;the orderis immaterial.
Let us first take the amalgamationof P4 and P5. The paths comprisingthe
sets P4 and P5 are as follows.
P4

1.

Adjective

-*

2. Colorful -> Adjective

-?

Colorful-*

(Color) -* [Abounding in contrast or variety

of bright colors]((Physical Object)v (SocialActivity))
(Evaluative)

-*

[Having distinctive charac-

ter, vividness, or picturesqueness]((Aesthetic Object) v (Social
Activity))
P5

1. Ball

-*

Noun

concrete

-+

(Social activity)

-*

(Large)

-?

(As-

sembly) -? [For the purpose of social dancing]
2. Ball -> Noun concrete -> (Physical Object) -> [Having globular

shape]
3. Ball -> Noun concrete -> (Physical Object)
projectionby an engine of war]

->

[Solid missile for

P41is the sense of colorful in The gift came in a colorfulwrapper;P42 is the sense
in No novel is less colorful than Middlemarch, excepting Silas Marner; P51 is the
sense of ball in The queen danced at the French ambassador'sball; P42 is the sense
in Tennis is played with a ball; P53 is the sense in The balls whistle free o'er the
brightblue sea. It will be noticed that the sense of ball in He plays ball betterthan
BabeRuthis not representedby a path in P5, though such a path is to be found

in the dictionaryentry for ball. This is becauseball, when it meansthe game, is
not a concretenoun;the path whichrepresentsthat sense is eliminatedby (I).
The amalgamationof P4 and P5 is accomplishedby the followingprojection
rule: (R1)Given two paths of the form: (1) LexicalStringi-* syntactic markers
of head -* (al) -> (a2) -*... -> (an) -> [1] (set of strings of markers Sl');(2) Lexical
String2

-*

syntactic markers of modifier -> (b1) -+

(b2) ->...-?

(bm)-> [2] (set of

strings of markersQ2), such that there is a substringof of the string of syntactic
or semanticmarkersand crsatisfiesthe conditiong2. Thereis an amalgamof the
form: Lexical String2 + Lexical String1 -+ dominating node marker -> (ai)

->

[[2][1]](N), where any (b,) is
null when (laa) (bi = a<)and [[2][1]]is [1]when [2] = [1].2?
(a2)

-+

...

-+

(a")

+

(b1)

*

(b2)

*

...

>

(bm) -*

20 The reason why Q%
appears in the output of (R1) is that some heads are, in turn, modifiers of other heads; e.g. adjectives are heads for adverbs and also modifiers for nouns:
(light (red)) ball. In these cases, the conditions in %lwill be required for selection.
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The amalgam of P4 and P5 is the set of derived paths P6:
P6
1. Colorful + ball -? Noun concrete -* (Social Activity)
(Assembly) -+ (Color) -> [[Abounding in contrast

-+ (Large) -+
or variety of

bright colors] [For the purpose of social dancing]]
2. Colorful + ball

-

Noun concrete

->

(Physical Object)

-*

(Color) -

[[Abounding in contrast or variety of bright colors] [Having globular
shape]]
3. Colorful + ball -> Noun concrete -> (Physical Object)

->

(Color) -

[[Abounding in contrast or variety of bright colors] [Solid missile for
projection by an engine of war]]
4. Colorful + ball
(Assembly) -+

-?

Noun concrete -> (Social Activity) -> (Large) --> [[Having distinctive
character,
(Evaluative)

vividness, or picturesqueness] [For the purpose of social dancing]]
There were six possible amalgamations from the combination of P4 and P5, but
only four derived paths because, of the possible combinations, only the combination P42 and Pal satisfies the selection restriction ((Aesthetic Object) v
(Social Activity)). Thus, (R1) predicts the semantic anomaly of colorful ball
on the reading where colorful has the sense represented by P42 and ball has
either the sense represented by P62 or the sense represented by PS3.
Another example of how (R1) contributes to the formalization of the distinction between what is semantically acceptable and what is semantically anomalous
is the following. The expression spinster insecticide would be regarded as anomalous by speakers of English. This can be predicted on the basis of (R1) and the
dictionary entries for spinster and insecticide. The relevant path for spinster
contains: spinster -> Adjective -> (Human) -> (Adult) -> (Female)

-?

[Who has

never married] ((Human)). On the basis of this path, (R1) assigns no reading to
the expression spinster insecticide-i.e. predicts that the expression is semantically anomalous-because the path for insecticide does not contain the semantic
marker (Human) which is necessary to satisfy the selection restriction associated with spinster.
(R1) introduces the semantic markers in the path of the modifier just below
the string of semantic markers in the path of the head, eliminating from the path
of the modifier all semantic material already present in the path of the head, and
associating the distinguishers with one another. The operation of (R1) corresponds closely to our intuitive notions of the nature of attribution. Attribution
is the process of creating a new semantic unit compounded from a modifier and
a head, whose semantic properties are those of the head, except that the meaning
of the compound is made more determinate than that of the head alone by the
information which the compound obtains from the modifier. As Lees comments:21
We cannot get along with a single common noun to refer to a familiar common object,
but must have at every moment modifiers with which to construct new more complex names
21

R. B. Lees, The grammarof English nominalizations xvii-xviii (IJAL 26:3, 1960).
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to use for all the specific instances of that object which we encounter and talk about. Thus,
we cannot, without extensive ambiguity, refer on every occasion to our favorite beverage
by means of the single word coffee; instead we name its individual instances with such
phrases as 'my coffee', 'that cold cup of coffee you left there', 'some fresh coffee on the
shelf', 'a new brand of coffee', 'pretty tasteless coffee', 'Turkish coffee', etc. There is no
known limitation on the number of distinct objects for which we must at some time or
other have distinctive names, and clearly no dictionary is large enough to contain them
all, for a great many of the names which we employ have never before been uttered. Like
full sentences themselves, there is no longest name, and there must consequently be an
infinity of new names available for us to use when and if the need arises.

Though Lees is commentingon the grammarof nominalcompounds,what he
says appliesequallywell to their semanticsand to the semanticsof other modifier-headconstructions.It is only because there is a systematic way of understanding the meaning of such constructionsin terms of the meaningsof their
parts, that the infinitestock of stringsproducedby the grammaticalmechanism
for creating new modifier-head constructions can be employed by speakers to

referto familiarobjects.
As we have just mentioned,the meaningof a compoundis more determinate
than the meaningof its head alone in respectof the informationwhich the compound obtains from its modifier(s).The word aunt is indeterminateas to age
(i.e. both the sentences My aunt is an infant and My aunt is aged are semantically

acceptable), but spinster,as we have observed above, contains the semantic
marker(Adult) in its path. This markeris carriedover to the compoundwhen
(R1) operatesto producean interpretationfor spinster aunt. Thus, spinster aunt
is made moredeterminate(with respectto age) than is aunt. This showsup in a
comparisonbetweenthe sentencesMy spinster aunt is an infant and My spinster
aunt is aged,of whichthe formeris contradictorywhilethe latter is not.
The limiting case, where the additionto the compoundof semanticmaterial
from the modifieris zero, is of considerabletheoretical significance.The comis a case in point. The erasureclausein (R1),'any b?is
pound unmarriedbachelor
null when (Iaa)(bi = a*)and [[2][1]]is [1] when [2] = [1]',tells us to delete from
the path of the modifierany semanticmaterialalreadyrepresentedin the path
of the head. Thus, in formingthe compoundunmarriedbachelorall the semantic
informationin the path of the modifierunmarriedwill be deleted so that the
derived path for unmarriedbachelorwill contain no more than the semantic
materialwhich comesfrom the path for bachelor.The failure of the modifierto
add semantic informationwould appearto account for the intuition that such
expressionsas unmarriedbachelorare redundantand that, correspondingly,such
statements as Bachelors are unmarried are 'empty', 'tautological', 'vacuous',

'uninformative'.This providesa new explanationof the analyticityof a classical
type of analytic truth.22Moreover,this feature of the projectionrules provides
another empiricalconstrainton a semantic theory: if the theory characterizes
an expressionor sentence as redundantin the above sense, the theory is confirmedif speakerstake the expressionor sentencein the appropriateway, and is
disconfirmedif they do not.
22 Cf. J. J. Katz, 'Analyticity and contradiction in natural language', to appear in Readings in the philosophy of language.
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The next step in the semantic interpretation of The man hits the colorful ball
is the amalgamation of P1 and P2. The entry for the in standard dictionaries is
exceedingly complex, primarily because the information required to make the
correct selections among the various senses of the for its sentential occurrences is
extremely complicated. We shall have to simplify.
P1 contains only the path the -> Noun phrase concrete

-*

Definite Article ->

[Some contextually definite]. Other paths in the dictionary entry for the (those
corresponding to the generic senses of the definite article) are not assigned to P1
by (I) because only the above path contains as its initial subpath the sequence of
grammatical markers which dominates the in the derivation in Fig. 8.23P2 contains only the path man -* noun concrete -> noun masculine -> (Physical Object) -> (Human) -> (Adult) -+ (Male). Other paths in the dictionary entry for

man (those corresponding to the sense of man in Man is occasionally rational
and to the sense in Every man on board ship was saved except an elderly couple)
do not appear in P2, the former because in that sense man is not a concrete noun
and the latter because in that sense man is not a masculine noun. The rule which
amalgamates P1 and P2 is: (R2) Given two paths of the form: (1) Lexical String1
syntactic markers of noun -* semantic markers of head -* [1], (2) Lexical
String2 -> syntactic markers of article -> semantic markers of article -> [2]
(set of strings of markers Q), such that there is a substring o of the string of
syntactic or semantic nominal markers and oasatisfies the condition Q.There is an

amalgam of the form: Lexical String2 + Lexical String1 -*
marker -? semantic markers of article

-*

[2] -*

dominating node

semantic markers of noun -> [1].

The application of (R2) to P1 and P2 produces the derived path: the + man
Noun phrase concrete

-*

[Some contextually

definite] -> (Physical Object) ->

(Human) -* (Adult) -> (Male). This path is the only member of the set P7 shown
in Fig. 10.
The amalgamation of Pi and P6 works in exactly the same way to yield P8:
P8
1. The + colorful + ball -* Noun phrase concrete -*
tually definite] -* (Social Activity) -* (Large) ->

[Some contex(Assembly)

>

23 In taking NPc as part of the sequence of grammatical markers in the dictionary entry
for the, we are not claiming that the is a concrete noun phrase, but only that it occurs as
an element of a concrete noun phrase and that, when it does, it has the sense in P1. This
constitutes an extension of the notion of a 'part of speech' classification, but a natural and
necessary one.
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(Color)-? [[Aboundingin contrast or variety of bright colors][For
the purposeof social dancing]]
2. The + colorful + ball -? Noun phrase concrete - [Some contextually definite] -- (Physical Object) - (Color) - [[Abounding in

contrastof variety of bright colors][Havingglobularshape]]
3. The + colorful + ball -> Noun phrase concrete -* [Some contextually definite] -? (Physical Object) - (Color) -> [[Abounding in

contrast or variety of bright colors][Solidmissile for projectionby
an engine of war]]
4. The + colorful + ball -- Noun phrase concrete -> [Some contextually definite] -> (Social Activity) -* (Large) -> (Assembly) -?

(Evaluative) -+ [[Having distinctive character,vividness, or picturesqueness][Forthe purposeof social dancing]]
This leaves us with only that part of the constituent structuretree shown in
Fig. 11 still to be interpreted.
P3

is as follows.
1. hits

-+

Verb -

Verb transitive

-+

(Action) -? (Instancy) -> (In-

tensity) -> [Collideswith an impact] (Subject: (HigherAnimal) v
(ImproperPart) v (PhysicalObject), Object: (PhysicalObject))24
2. hits -> Verb -* Verb transitive -* (Action) -? (Instancy) -+ (Intensity) -> [Strikeswith a blow or missile] (Subject: (Human) v
(Higher Animal), Object: (Physical Object), Instrumental: (Physical
Object))
P31is the sense of hits in Therockhits thegroundwitha thud,P32is the sense in
The man hits the groundwith a rock.It will be noticed that the representation
of verbs includesbetweenangles selectionrestrictionsupon the subject, objects,
and instrumentalof the verb. This informationis representedby markersof the
,B, and 7 represent
form 'Subject:a', 'Object:f3',and 'Instrumental:7', wherea,
conditionson the paths associatedwith subject, objects, and instrumentalsrespectively.
24 Here some explanation is called for. (Instancy) is assigned to verbs representing
durationless events. Any sentence whose main verb is marked (Instancy) which is of the
form Subject + Verb + ed + Object + for + numerical quantifier+ measure of time will be
understood to mean that the object was verbed more than once. Compare He hit the ball
for three hours with He studied the book for three hours. Next, (Intensity) is assigned to
verbs taking adverbs like hard, soft, gently. Finally, the marker (Improper Part) is assigned
to lexical items that represent wholes which the language contrasts with their parts. The
term'Improper Part' is borrowed from James Thomson.
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A few commentson this dictionaryentry for hitsas a transitiveverb. We claim
no more than rough accuracyfor the characterizationgiven. Our interest here,
as throughoutthe paper,is in prescribingthe abstractformof a semantictheory,
rather than in actually writing one. The characterizationof hits is intended
primarilyto illustratehow the resultsof a linguisticanalysisare to be formally
presented so that the projectionrules can utilize them. But we have tried to
make our examplesaccount for the fundamentalsemanticfeatures.The failure
to mark an achievement sense of hits is not an oversight. We choose not to
mark the special sense of hits as an achievementverb becausethe behaviorof
hits divergessignificantlyfrom that of such paradigmaticachievementverbs as
sees and hears.Thus, unlike He hit the ball intentionally,He saw the pictureintentionallyis anomalous(except where it means that he went to see the picture
intentionally)and He heardthe music intentionallyis anomalous(except where
it means that he didn't just overhearthe music). This is perhapsrelated to the
fact that one can intentionallymiss the ball, though one cannot in the relevant
sense intentionallyfail to hear the music. If, however, it should turn out that
hits must be given a special achievementsense, such a sense can be represented
within the formalismof the presentpaperin a straightforwardmanner.
The projectionrule which amalgamatesP3 and P8 is: (R3)Given two paths of
the form: (1) Lexical String1 -> syntactic markers of main verb -* semantic
markers -* [1] (sets of strings of markers a, ,B), (2) Lexical String2 -* syntactic

markersof object of main verb -+ Remainderof object path, such that there
is a substringof the string of syntactic or semanticmarkersof the object o-and
u satisfies the condition,3, there is an amalgamof the form: LexicalString1+
Lexical String2-> dominating node marker -> semantic markers of main verb -*

[1]-* String analyzed 'Remainderof object path' (set of strings of markersa).
The applicationof (R3)to P3 and P8yields Pg,shown in Fig. 12.
P9 containsthe followingpaths:
P9

1. hits + the + colorful + ball -+ VP -* (Action) -> (Instancy) -?
(Intensity) -* [Collides with an impact] -+ [Some contextually
definite] -+ (Physical Object) -+ (Color) -^ [[Abounding in con-

trast or variety of bright colors][Havingglobularshape]](Subject:
(HigherAnimal)v (ImproperPart) v (PhysicalObject))
2. hits + the + colorful + ball -+ VP -* (Action) -+ (Instancy) ->
(Intensity) -> [Collides with an impact] -> [Some contextually
definite] -* (Physical Object) -> (Color) -* [[Abounding in con-

trast or variety of bright colors] [Solid missile for projection by
engine of war]] (Subject: (Higher Animal) v (ImproperPart) v
(Physical Object))
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3. hits + the + colorful + ball - VP -+ (Action) -+ (Instancy) -(Intensity) -* [Strikes with a blow or missile] -* [Some contextually
definite] -* (Physical Object) -> (Color) -* [[Abounding in contrast

or variety of bright colors] [Having globular shape]] (Subject: (Human) v (Higher Animal))
4. hits + the + colorful + ball -* VP -* (Action) -* (Instancy) -+
(Intensity) -> [Strikes with a blow or missile] -> [Some contextually
definite] -* (Physical Object) -? (Color) -? [[Abounding in contrast

or variety of bright colors] [Solid missile for projection by engine of
war]] (Subject: (Human) v (Higher Animal))
Finally, the projection rule which operates on P7 and Pg to assign a set of readings to 'Sentence' is: (R4) Given two paths of the form: (1) Lexical String1 syntactic markers of verb phrase -> Remainder of verb phrase path, (2) Lexisyntactic markers of subject -> Remainder of subject path, such
that there is a substring o- of the string of syntactic or semantic markers of the
cal String2

->

subject and a satisfies the condition a. There is an amalgam of the form: Lexical
String2 + Lexical String1 -> dominating

node marker -> String analyzed 'Re-

mainder of subject path' -* String analyzed 'Remainder of verb phrase path'
deleting substring (a). The application of (R4) to P7 and Ps yields the set Pio:
P1o

1. The + man + hits + the + colorful + ball -* Sentence

-*
[Some
contextually definite] -> (Physical Object) -+ (Human) -> (Adult)
(Male) -> (Action) -* (Instancy) -* (Intensity) -+ [Collides with an
definite] -> (Physical Object)
impact] -> [Some contextually

(Color) -> [[Abounding in contrast or variety of bright colors] [Having globular shape]]
2. The + man + hits + the + colorful + ball -+ Sentence -? [Some
contextually definite] -* (Physical Object) -> (Human) -* (Adult)
(Male) -+ (Action) -* (Instancy) -* (Intensity) -+ [Collides with
an impact] -+ [Some contextually definite] -* (Physical Object)

(Color) -* [[Abounding in contrast or variety of bright colors]
[Solid missile for projection by an engine of war]]
3. The + man + hits + the + colorful + ball -* Sentence -* [Some
contextually definite] -* (Physical Object) -> (Human) -+ (Adult)
(Male) -* (Action) -* (Instancy) -> (Intensity) -* [Strikes with
a blow or missile] -? [Some contextually definite] .> (Physical

Object) -> (Color) -> [[Abounding in contrast or variety of bright
colors] [Having globular shape]]
4. The + man + hits + the + colorful + ball -> Sentence -+ [Some
contextually definite] -* (Physical Object) -+ (Human) -> (Adult)
-?
(Male) -? (Action) -> (Instancy) -* (Intensity) -> [Strikes with
a blow or missile] -* [Some contextually definite] -* (Physical Object) -+ (Color) -+ [[Abounding in contrast or variety of bright

colors] [Solid missile for projection by an engine of war]]
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FIG. 13

Accordingly, a semantic theory of English containing rules and entries as
given above characterizes the sentence The man hits the colorful ball as having
the following semantic interpretation. The sentence is not semantically anomalous; it is four ways semantically ambiguous on the derivation in Fig. 8; each
term corresponds to a reading in Pio; it is a paraphrase of any sentence which
has one of the readings in P1o; and it is a full paraphrase of any sentence that
has the set of readings P1o assigned to it. The semantic theory interprets the
constituent structure tree in Fig. 8 in the way shown in Fig. 13, thus displaying
which of the possible combinations of paths at a given node yield derived paths
for that node and which possible combinations are blocked.
This completes our example of how a semantic theory of English might interpret a sentence generated by the grammar. Before we conclude our discussion of projection rules, we must consider the question whether the projection
rule component will contain types of projection rules different from the type
employed above.
What is characteristic of the rules (R1) through (R4) is that each rule operates
on a part of a partially semantically interpreted constituent structure characterization, amalgamates paths from two sets of paths that are dominated by a
particular node, and assigns to that node the set of amalgams as readings for
the lexical string that the node dominates. Let us call such rules 'type 1 projection
rules'. These rules must assign semantic interpretations to SOME of the sentences
generated by the grammar, but they need not be the means by which EVERY
sentence receives a semantic interpretation. We can conceive of another type of
projection rule (call them 'type 2 projection rules') in the following way. We
restrict the application of type 1 projection rules to some formally determined
proper subset of the set of sentences. Then we introduce type 2 projection rules
to provide a semantic interpretation for every sentence that does not receive a
semantic interpretation on the basis of type 1 projection rules. Since those sen-
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tences that the grammar produces without the aid of optional transformations,
i.e. the kernel sentences, will be semantically interpreted by type 1 projection
rules, the type 2 projection rules will assign semantic interpretations to sentences
that are constructed with the use of optional transformations. Suppose S has
been constructed from a certain set of source sentences bythe optional transformation T. A type 2 rule is a rule which operates on the semantic interpretations of
these source sentences and on either the derived constituent structure characterization of S or on the transformation T in order to produce a semantic interpretation of S. Type 2 projection rules should assign semantic interpretations in
such a way as to reconstruct the manner in which the meaning of a sentence constructed by the transformation T is a function of the meanings of each of the
sentences used by T in S's construction.
The basic theoretical question that remains open here is just what proper
subsets of the set of sentences are semantically interpreted using type 1 projection
rules only. One striking fact about transformations is that a great many of them
(perhaps all) produce sentences that are identical in meaning with the sentence(s)
out of which the transform was built.25In such cases, the semantic interpretation
of the transformationally constructed sentence must be identical to the semantic
interpretation(s) of the source sentence(s), at least with respect to the readings
assigned at the sentence level. For example, sentences that are related to each
other by the passive transformation, e.g. The man eats cake and Cake is eaten by
the man, have the same meaning, except perhaps in instances where quantifiers
are involved.26 Likewise sentence conjunctions, e.g. The man ate the cake and
candy, which comes from The man ate the cake and The man ate the candy. Or
again, stylistic variants such as There is somethingabout it that puzzles me, There
is about it something that puzzles me, and There is something that puzzles me about
it. It would be theoretically most satisfying if we could take the position that
transformations never change meaning. But this generalization is contradicted
by the question transformations, the imperative transformation, the negation
transformation, and others. Such troublesome cases may be troublesome only
because we now formulate these transformations inadequately, or they may
represent a real departure from the generalization that meaning is invariant
under grammatical transformations. Until we can determine whether any transformations change meaning, and if some do, which do and which do not, we
shall not know what sentences should be semantically interpreted with type 2
projection rules and how to formulate such rules.
Nevertheless, we can decide the cases that are clear. The set of sentences that
will be semantically interpreted using type 1 projection rules includes the sentences produced without the aid of optional transformations. Suppose we permit
NO type 2 projection rule for any transformation that we know preserves meaning, and instead introduce the convention that any sentences related by such a
26 For the background of this point cf. Fodor, 'Projection and paraphrase in semantics',
Analysis 21:4.73-7 (1961),and Katz, 'A reply to "Projection and Paraphrase in Semantics" '
Analysis 22:2.36-41 (1961).
26 In these instances too, if both active and passive have the same meaning because both
are ambiguous.
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transformation T belong to an equivalence class all of whose members receive
the same semantic interpretation. Then the facts that there will always be a
kernel sentence in such an equivalence class and that every kernel sentence has
a semantic interpretation on the basis of type 1 projection rules mean that every
non-kernel sentence in such an equivalence class automatically receives the
semantic interpretation of its kernel co-member, which makes them all paraphrases as desired.
This treatment is by far the best method of marking paraphrase relations
(and other semantic properties) among stylistic variants which result from the
operation of a permutation transformation. This method avoids having a special
type 2 rule in each such case: such special type 2 rules have no function except
to state the empty fact that these transformations do not affect meaning. This
method also avoids the use of type 1 rules on a sentence that is produced by a
permutation transformation. This is very desirable, because such transformations
produce sentences with derived constituent structure characterizations having
far less labelled bracketing than the constituent structure characterization of the
source sentence, so that what labelled bracketing survives is generally too little
for type 1 rules to be able to interpret semantically the derived sentence.
This treatment has the same merits for transformations that permute so as
to produce discontinuous elements in the transform and for transformations that
delete material. Thus with this treatment we can most simply account for the
paraphrase relations between (and other semantic properties of) such pairs as:
John looked up the rule and John looked the rule up; Harry plays chess as well as
Bill plays chess and Harry plays chess as well as Bill.
The possibility of type 2 projection rules presents two options for the construction of the projection rule component of a semantic theory. Either the projection
rule component will consist of type 1 rules alone, or it will contain rules of both
type 1 and type 2. Whether type 2 rules will be required, and (if so) to what
extent, is a question to which no answer is at present known. The answer involves many considerations, both methodological (conceptual economy, descriptive and explanatory power, etc.) and particular (concerning the structure
of individual languages, for instance the degree to which semantic relations
between sentences correspond to transformational relations).27
8. Metatheory. We shall here discuss the theoretical perspective from which we
have been treating the problem of characterizing the abstract form of a semantic
theory-the nature of semantic metatheory. We shall also consider some of the
consequences of adopting an explicit metatheory in semantics.
27 We can highlight the difference between theories containing only type 1 rules and
theories containing rules of both type 1 and type 2 by contrasting the ways that they would
deal with relative clause constructions. A theory containing only type 1 rules would determine from the transformational history of a sentence containing such a construction
which nominal the relative suppresses, and would then treat the relative clause as an
adjectival on that nominal, with amalgamation proceeding in the normal way. A theory
containing both types of rules would first provide an interpretation for the matrix sentence
and the embedded sentence which underlie the sentence containing the relative clause, and
would then convert the semantic interpretations of the source sentences into a semantic
interpretation of the sentence containing the relative.
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There are two motives for constructing an explicit metatheory for an area in
linguistics, and thus for semantics.28 First, the same scientific curiosity which
makes us inquire into the semantic structure of individual languages a fortiori
makes us interested in what is common to the semantic structure of families of
language or of all languages. Hence a metatheory for semantics must be a
theory which represents semantic universals. Second, there must be WELLcriteria for choosing among different semantic theories for the
ESTABLISHED
same language, where each theory is, as far as we can tell, compatible with the
available evidence from fluent native speakers. But if a set of such criteria is to
be well-established, it must itself be shown to give desirable results with a
wide variety of different languages, i.e. it must choose the better semantic theory
over the worse consistently from language to language. Hence a semantic metatheory must provide criteria for evaluating individual semantic theories and
establish the adequacy of such criteria. We can satisfy both motives if we construct a metatheory which contains an enumeration of the semantic markers from
which the theoretical vocabulary of each particular semantic theory is drawn
and a specification of the form of the dictionary entries and rules for a semantic
theory of a natural language. For the enumeration and the specification provide
both a representation of semantic universals and a basis on which to evaluate
particular semantic theories. For example, we may adopt the rule that the preferable theory is the one which is rated highest by a metric which compares dictionary entries in the specified form and chooses the theory requiring the smallest
number of markers from the enumeration given in the metatheory.
The semantic markers which we have used in our discussions of dictionary
entries and projection rules are, of course, only examples. But if we imagine
them functioning in a putative semantic theory of English, then the claim for
them would have to be that they are drawn from the enumeration of markers
provided by the metatheory, just as the claim for the projection rules would
have to be that they are in a form specified by the metatheory. In other words,
a semantic marker is a theoretical construct which receives its interpretation
the semantic metatheory; it is on a par with such scientific constructs as the
atom, the gene, valence, and the noun phrase. A marker like (Human) or (Color)
is, then, not an English word, but a construct represented by one.
A metatheory for semantics must also exhibit the relations between semantics
and other areas of linguistics. We have discussed the relation between grammatical and semantic rules at some length. We now consider the relation between grammatical and semantic markers.
Much confusion has been generated in the study of language by the search
for a line between grammar and semantics. This is because students of language
who have tried to draw such a line have sought a criterion to determine when
a concept expressing something about the structure of a language is syntactic
and when it is semantic. But the trouble is that every such criterion seems to
28 The conception of a metatheory for semantics which is sketched below is adapted from
Chomsky's conception of a metatheory for grammar, which he refers to as 'linguistic theory'.
Cf. Syntactic structures, and The logical structure of linguistic theory (microfilm).
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be invalidated by concepts which can be regarded, apparently with equal justice,
as either syntactic or semantic. There appears to be an overlap between the
sets of syntactic and semantic markers; the markers male, female, human,
animal, animate, concrete, and abstract appear to fall into this overlap. But
the confusion engendered in the search for a line between grammar and semantics is unwarranted: the overlap exists in name only.
This becomes clear once we stop searching for a criterion to decide which
markers are properly syntactic and which semantic, and ask instead whether
the line between grammatical and semantic markers can be drawn in terms of
the theoretical functions they perform.29For example, in the grammar the distinction between abstract and concrete nouns is drawn in order to construct
adequate rules for generating sentences containing nominalizations. According
to Lees,30
... there are certain restrictions on subject/predicate-nominal combinations based on abstractness (as well as perhaps on other lower-order nominal categories). There is a small
class of (abstract) nouns which may appear in copula sentences opposite both nominalizations and concrete nominals: The problem is that he went there., The problem is his
going there., The problem is his tonsils., etc. for such nouns Na as problem, trouble, thing,
reason, cause, question, etc. Nominalizations occur opposite only these latter nouns, while
concrete nominals Nc occur opposite either other concretes or one of these latter abstract
noun Na; That he came home is the trouble., but not *That he came home is that she left.,
or again: His stomach is the cause., His stomach is an organ., but not: *His stomach is his
having gone there.

The distinction between mass and count nouns, analogously, is drawn in order
to handle the syntactic relations between nouns and their articles and quantifiers. Thus, the mass noun blood in the singular takes the and some but not numerical quantifiers: The blood was found but not *One blood was found; the distinction between animate and inanimate nouns, and between masculine and
feminine nouns, has to do (among other things) with pronoun agreement, e.g.
The girl gave her own dress away, but not *The girl gave his own dress away or
*The girl gave its own dress away.
On the other hand, semantic markers are introduced to specify something
about the meaning of lexical items. Where it appears that a marker is common
to both grammar and semantics, there are two distinct markers with the same
or similar names. This is most clear from the fact that it is often NOT the case
that a lexical item receiving a certain grammatical marker also receives the
corresponding semantic marker. If we always assigned a semantic marker where
the corresponding grammatical marker is assigned, many lexical items will be
given the wrong sense characterization. Grammatically the words ship, England,
fortune, and fate are marked feminine, but clearly they cannot receive the seIt is not at all clear that the request for such a criterion is a reasonable one. Would
29
one ask for an analogous criterion to distinguish the concepts of physics from those of
chemistry?
30
Lees, The grammarof English nominalizations 14.
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mantic marker(Female) if sentencesare to receive the correctsemantic interpretations. Again, the words pain, ache, twinge,etc. must be marked as concrete nouns,but they cannotbe markedas (PhysicalObject)if we are to account
for such anomaliesas The pain weighsthreepounds.Conversely,if we always
assigned a grammaticalmarker where the correspondingsemantic marker is
assigned,either the grammarwill fail to generatesome grammaticalsentences
or it will generatesome ungrammaticalstrings,or else it will fail to assign structure properly.Semanticallythe nouns child, baby,and infant must be marked
as (Human) to obtain correct sense characterizationsand correct semantic
interpretations;but if they are markedas human nouns, the grammarwill fail
to generatesuch sentencesas The babylost its rattle.
Grammaticaland semantic markershave, then, differenttheoreticalimport.
Grammaticalmarkersmark the formaldifferenceson which the distinctionbetween well-formedand ill-formedstrings of morphemesrests, while semantic
markersgive each well-formedstring the conceptualcontent that permitsit to
be a means of genuineverbal communication.They are concernedwith different
kindsof selectionand they expressdifferentaspectsof the structureof a language.
We can justifiably regard semantic markersas theoretical constructs distinct
from the markersemployedin grammaticaldescription.
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